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Katherine Mansfield’s short story ‘The Fly’ is taken from the collection Dove’s Nest and inspired by 

her dear brother Leslie’s premature death in war. It is a story of a person haunted for six years by 

the death of his son. Mansfield has made the Boss the central figure, a self obsessed man without 

any assigned name. His lack of a name immediately slots him into the mould of a type, and not an 

individual. 

The Boss has two distinct aspects. On one hand, he is the boss, the supreme authority of a 

prosperous flourishing business concern with a stern personality. However, in the past his parental 

self was in the forefront. The father was proud of the efficiency and brilliance of his son. Then the 

main significance of his life and work lay in waiting for the time when his son would step into his 

shoes and take charge of the whole affair as his worthy successor. This affectionate fatherly self 

reached its acme at the sudden death of the son in the battle field. The Boss felt that the world 

suddenly crashed and the meaning of life was completely lost. Drowned in grief he wept as only the 

bereaved parent does, and thought that his sadness would be everlasting. 

But at present we find the Boss in his official self, absolutely in control of all his debilitating 

emotions. He is enjoying his position of affluence and power. His business sense makes him live with 

a sense of satisfaction and take pride in the new carpet, furniture and electric heater in his office. 

There is a distinct condescending attitude also in him towards his retired ex-employee on account of 

the latter’s physical fragility. Thus, he thinks he is the boss of everything he surveys around him. 

The sudden unexpected reminder of his son’s death after a tantalizing gap of six years acts as the 

heaving of a stone into the surface of the Boss’s mind that has hitherto been like a tranquil lake. 

Woodfield accepted his son’s death and could talk freely about it. But, it hurts the boss even to think 

about it, because “other men perhaps might recover, might live their loss down, but not he.” He has 

always tried to avoid the topic. It is a hidden sorrow in his mind, a sorrow consciously & carefully 

suppressed by him. He has never thought of the boy dead, but in his uniform, sleeping peacefully. 

Now at the mention of his son’s grave which is a harsh reality, he looks stunned and then tries to cry. 

But no tears roll down. His mind is not prepared to accept that time is the best healer of human 

sorrow. And this causes him further unrest. 

At this moment a house fly falls into the inkpot in front of the Boss. With great fighting spirit it 

clambers out. But the Boss has a different idea. He wants to test its resilience. He throws another 

drop over the fly, and is bewitched to see it heroically ward off all adversity to be up again on its 

wings. Now perhaps he parallels its plight with that of his son. Perhaps his son too struggled like that 

in the battle front. One more ordeal, he ponders, and drops ink again on the already exhausted little 

fly. Perhaps he does so from a sense of outrage at the cruelty of fate towards him and his son. The 

fly now succumbs and lies dead. He throws it into the dustbin. 

Has the Boss become spiritually dead? Probably yes. His experiment is both sadistic and masochistic. 

But ironically he who has bossed over everyone, not only over his employees but by suggestion over 

his son as well as the poor fly, now at the fag end of his life realizes that the ultimate Boss is not he, 

but some inscrutable power called Destiny. Man is only a poor player who struts and fumes, but is 

overlaid by the invisible hand! Thus, the Boss’s is an intriguing character portrayal, fascinating and 

thought provoking. 


